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 The e-resources group will meet with Serials Solutions (Kate Howe and other product managers) about Intota at ALA.  The agenda topic is to see 
if issues (especially consortial)  are on track for improvement. This is not a migration but a new interface.  Record quality in all their projects will 
be stressed. Sarah may attend to discuss issues with Eastview records.
Jesse will see what sessions ALA will be holding on Alma and Kuali Ole and let JSMIN know.
Jim is attending a session on Alma's "Collaborative Network" (formerly the "Network Zone")
We discussed our goals.  Mark and Gary B. are working on database maintenance projects but they are Columbia specific, e.g., problems with 
Barnard Library suppressions. Catalogers at Columbia are presently taking RIMMF training and Cornell catalogers will be doing the same in 
August.  POOF! channels are in place for Evelyn. Jason attended the web archiving conference at Columbia.  Several issues were agreed upon 
as completed.
The technical services reps on the LMS replacement team (Mark and Jesse) reported that sandboxes will be set up for Alma and Ole soon so that 
additional staff can learn about the two systems.  They are finalizing requirements.  Ex Libris has suggested that a workshop tailored to our 
requirements might be more useful.  We'd like that session to be a joint 2CUL session. The Ole documentation is fairly good. Chicago is unable to 
run fiscal year close as of 6/10. JSMIN believes that the testing should be a collaborative effort and plans will be developed to split the testing and 
share findings. The working groups would be a good place for this. The replacement Team will advise JSMIN who will reactivate the working 
groups.  Cornell has an ad hoc group on authorities.
Kate and Mark will choose a replacement for Irina on the cataloging team.
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